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25 boys and 29 girls aged 18 to 20 years from 
Europe, Asia, Africa, who were studying for 5-6 
months by the time of the survey at the preparatory 
faculty of Rostov state medical University 
participated in self-assessment of actual nutrition. 
Some forms of inadequate actual nutrition among 
the students were identified: overeating, irregularity, 
imbalance, disturbance of ration proportions. Possible 
reasons for this are the lack of students’ awareness in 
nutrition, insufficient understanding of the principles 
of healthy nutrition, lack of knowledge about the 
components of products, high intellectual load and 
the associated lack of free time, difference in cultural 
food traditions, the lack of the familiar food. For the 
purpose of correction of dietary style and nutrition 
of students, we have developed and put on notice the 
guidance based on WHO recommendations.

The analysis of foreign students’ nutrition at 
the initial stages of the educational process is one 
of the ways of overcoming the existing adaptation 
problems [1, 5, 6, 7], because balanced diet along 
with physical activity are important parts of healthy 
lifestyle [4]. 25 boys and 29 girls aged 18 to 20 years 
from Europe, Asia, Africa, who were studying for 5-6 
months by the time of the survey at the preparatory 
faculty of Rostov state medical University passed the 
self-assessment of actual nutrition. A questionnaire 
approved by the Ministry of Health and modified by 
us was offered to the students [3]. To the question, 
“Do you eat healthy food?” there were 16.7 % of 
affirmative answers, 16.7 % of negative answers and 
the remaining 66.6 % – “Not always”. About 60 % 
of questioned indicated that sometimes (48.1 %) or 
often (11.1 %) they overeat; around 65 % sometimes 
(50 %) or often (14.8 %) abuse of fatty foods, about 
89 % sometimes (51.9 %) or often (37.0 %) – abuse of 
sweets, about 85 % sometimes (42.6 %) or frequently 
(42.6 %) – abuse of starch. According to 37.0 % of 
the respondents, the reason of eating unhealthy food 
is the lack of time; 13 % of students believe that the 
reason is their laziness; the remaining 33.3 % chose 
the answer “other”. 13 % of respondents indicated 
that they do not strive to eat healthy, the other 87 % 
said that they are trying to stick to healthy food, 
eating more fruits and vegetables (48.1 %), fish 
and meat (44.4 %), cereals (11.1 %), dairy products 
(11.1 %). The vast majority of respondents (61.1 %) 
believe that it is necessary to eat properly for the 
maintenance of health or for medical reasons, another 
31.2 % consider that it helps improving appearance, 

12.9 % suppose that it is just a common trend. More 
than half of respondents indicated that they notice 
how nutrition affects their health and appearance 
(51.9 %); the remainder did not notice the perceptible 
effect. It should also be noted that the vast majority 
of the patients (88.9 %) do not smoke or drink 
alcohol, more than half of the surveyed (51.9 %) do 
sports. But only 66.7 % of the respondents have no 
complaints about the health condition. 

Thus, we have identified some manifestations 
of the actual nutrition inadequacy among students 
of the preparatory faculty: overeating, irregularity, 
imbalance, disturbance of ration proportions. Possible 
reasons for this – lack of awareness of students in 
nutrition, insufficient understanding of the principles 
of healthy nutrition, lack of knowledge about the 
components of products, high intellectual load and 
the associated lack of free time, difference in cultural 
food traditions, the lack of the familiar food. For the 
purpose of correction of dietary style and nutrition 
of students, we have developed and put on notice the 
guidance based on WHO recommendations [2].
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